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1. Sources and characteristics of temporary work.

We can trace the origin of temporary work from the end of the 1920s, when businessmen from American Chicago started 

to give out their offi ce workers into human services, which were rapidly developing at that time. These pioneer agencies 

increased demand for their services by means of providing their workers with electric calculators, quite an expensive thing 

at that time. After the end of World War II various social, economic, demographic changes, including growing international 

competition, increasing social payments and reducing infl uence of trade unions led to a rise in the number of employment 

agencies and expansion of their scope of activities.

Today temporary work is much favoured in a lot of countries, especially in western Europe. During the recent years the 

proportion of temporary workers has risen almost three or even four times in the majority of EU member-countries. For 

instance, not long ago temporary workers counted 17% from the total amount of labour force in Holland1. Rapid develop-

ment of temporary employment is characteristics not only of labour-market in western Europe. Temporary work sector in 

Czech Republic has been developing very fast as well — in 1999 temporary work market counted around 50 brokers, in 

2000 their total quantity neared 500, which testifi es to almost a tenfold growth for the last 5 years2.

What is temporary work? It is work, done by an employee of a certain qualifi cation, hired and given at the disposal of a 

third part (called user) by a specialized employment agency. Labour relations arise only between the hired worker and his 

agency, however the worker follows the instructions of his user while doing his job; which is a vital feature.

Temporary employment is a formidable challenge to traditional legal relationship, which possesses the following features: one 

employer, labour contract without time-limit and dismissal protection. Certain duality is typical of temporary employment: on the 

one hand, a labour contract is made with the employment agency, and on the other hand, the worker fulfi ls his duties where he 

is actually directed to. It is the hiring enterprise which gives instructions to the employee and controls the progress, although the 

employee does not legally belong to the enterprise according to the labour contract. The user is also due to fulfi l certain obliga-

tions, the employer usually charged with, in particular to ensure worker’s life and health protection.

The popularity of temporary employment probably stems out of substituting temporarily absent employees, doing specifi c 

jobs requiring special skills, and the need for employees during seasonal production peaks. However not only hirers but 

also workers have their own interest in temporary work. Since temporary work presupposes a lower return to the hirer, it 

provides the employee with more opportunities to combine his job with other activities (e.g., studying, looking after sick 

people, etc.). Temporary workers in European countries comprise a huge amount of young people, eager to get their initial 

work experience regardless a comparatively low wage3.

However temporary work is not at all a positive phenomenon. There is a growing concern in economically developed 

countries, united in Economic Co-operation and Development Organization (ECDO), that temporary work can replace 

far more stable legal labour relations4. Temporary work is sometimes regarded as an additional source of instability for 

workers and growing duality between those who have a stable job and those who failed to fi nd it. Workers employed by 

agencies have to accept not only low pays but also other inconveniences — no stable job, inadequate social maintenance, 

a frequent necessity to fi t into new working groups, etc. As a rule temporary workers get lower wages for their job than 

permanent workers taken on directly by the employer. According to ECDO temporary workers’ salaries can be lower than 

“usual” workers’, this gap usually varies from 17% (in Germany) to 47% (in Spain)5.

Temporary work provides an employee with a number of fringe benefi ts and compensations, such as paid holidays, pay-

ments in case of temporary disability, unemployment and old-age insurance. Although legally any temporary worker falls 

under all the obligatory and optional insurance schemes of his employer, his actual ability to use these advantages is still 
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chen und Oberbayern, 2004.
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very much limited. This is mainly caused by short terms of employment which do not provide the employee with a possibility 

to use the advantages mentioned above in full measure.

In order to achieve balance between fl exibility of labour relations and protection of employees respective legislation is 

due. Regulation of temporary agency work is refl ected both in national legislation and in international legal norms, laid 

down under the aegis of International Labour Organization.

2. International regulation of temporary agency work

Attempts to regulate controversial issues of changing traditional labour model and at the same time safeguarding protec-

tion of employees led to the adoption of Convention N181 and Recommendation N96 on Private Employment Agencies by 

ILO. The preamble to Convention N181 reads that there have been fundamental changes in working conditions of private 

employment agencies since 1949, when Convention N96 on paid employment bureaus was adopted; this Convention 

suggested either abolishing private agencies or strictly limiting their activity within the law until they are replaced by state

owned placement services.

Unlike Convention N96, the new convention admits that private agencies can play a positive role, and attributes it mainly 

to growing need for fl exibility on labour market. The preamble confi rms that ILO no longer supports state monopoly on job 

placement. Art. 2 of Convention N181 has two aims of regulation: on the one hand it is legitimation of private employment 

agencies, and on the other hand it is protection of employees, who benefi t from their service.

A new essential detail is the extension of Convention N181 on functions of temporary work. It means that workers are 

taken on to be placed at third persons’ disposal. When ILO adopted Convention N181 in 1997 it actually allowed trilateral 

labour relations for the fi rst time and set regulations for it; which is an essential step from standard labour relations towards 

the new model, which involves more fl exible employment forms. The major goal of Convention N181 is barring the develop-

ment of second-rate labour market with second-rate labour conditions.

As the result of tough negotiations, which led to the adoption of the Convention, a consensus was reached on the fol-

lowing: now temporary agency work involves not only trilateral legal contractual relations but also trilateral labour relations

with the employee. Generally, national legislation, if passed in compliance with the Convention requires two agreements: 

civil agreement — between the agency and the employer, and labour contract between the employee and the agency. 

Civil agreement is a legal instrument which gives the employer the right to provide instructions and control the employee. 

Despite the civil character of this agreement, the hiring enterprise acquires a range of employee’s rights and duties.

The Convention recalls major rules of regulating trilateral legal contractual relations — in particular, the members of the 

Convention are called to provide adequate security measures for employees, hired by private employment agencies, to 

delimit the duties of hiring enterprises and agencies, to secure the implementation of collective labour rights of temporary 

workers and appropriate access to information.

Recommendation N188 on Private Employment Agencies was passed by ILO in 1997 along with Convention N181. This 

Recommendation contains regulations concerning the following: agencies cannot impede hiring enterprises to directly employ a 

temporary worker, limit his professional mobility or apply sanctions when the worker gets a job at another enterprise.

By January of 2004 Convention N181 had been ratifi ed by 17 states. However today national legal regimes of temporary 

work differ considerably, one of the reasons is that international norms offer only general approaches, leaving a huge part 

of regulation to national legislators.

3. Temporary agency work regulation in national law. 

The problem of ensuring social working rights to employees working on the basis of temporary work has been attracting 

attention of specialists in labour rights from abroad for a long time; and this problem is gaining importance in post-Soviet 

countries. It is widely accepted that temporary work can play a positive role in reducing unemployment and introducing less 

protected social categories into labour market. Temporary work is developing rapidly in west-European countries. Since 

January, 1st, 2004 changes to Labour Code and a range of other acts regulating labour relations and legally establishing 

temporary work through employment agencies took effect in Poland6. In May, 2004 hearings on the law conception on 

temporary work took place in State Duma of the Russian Federation7.

Temporary agency work regulation at national level can have various forms — granting licenses to employment agen-

cies, setting maximum terms when an employee can be hired on the basis of temporary work. For example, German 

legislation obliges an employment agency and  employee to sign a written contract which would include repayment terms 

and civil rights. Even if a hired worker in Germany is out of work he is to get certain pay. Laws in Austria, Belgium, France 

and in some other European countries contain a request to guarantee the same working conditions to the employee, as if 

he had a permanent job.

In majority of countries employment agencies are viewed as employers of temporary workers with all possible implica-

tions for labour law. Social basis for viewing such an agency exactly as an employer is that otherwise any agency could 

avoid employer’s duties and would function as a commercial agency [5]. Weak level of social protection of an employee 

and the absence of employer’s status would let the agencies avoid social payments including deductions from wage fund 

or payments to funds for social protection.

The notions of “temporary agency work”, “temporary worker” and other concepts of temporary work do not exist in Be-

larusan legislation. Within the working legislation two written labour contracts should be made (the fi rst one — between the 

employee and the hiring enterprise, and the second one — between the employer and the employment agency) in case the 

6 Czarzasty, J. Temporary agency work legislation approved. Warsaw: Foundation Institute of Public Affairs, 2003.

7 The conception of legal regulation of temporary agency work. Economy and law. 2004. N2. P.52-60. N3. P.40-49.
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employment agency and hiring enterprise have labour relations with the employee at the same time. From the viewpoint of 

the existing labour law labour relations are impossible without labour contract.

Today the working legislation is not yet able to regulate such relations since it doesn’t presuppose a trilateral con-

tract (between the hiring enterprise, employment agency and employee) and has no fairly necessary exceptions from 

general rules of labour law for temporary employees. It is necessary to study the experience of the countries having 

special legal regulations aimed at regulating employment agencies’ activity, and to make appropriate changes in Be-

larusan legislation. Employment agencies can play an important role in reducing unemployment and solving a range 

of other problems facing Belarus.


